The impact of function perturbations in Boolean networks.
A network is said to be robust relative to a certain network characteristic if a small change in network structure does not significantly affect the characteristic. From the perspective of network stability, robustness is desirable; however, from the perspective of intervention to exert influence on network behavior, it is undesirable. For Boolean networks, there are two fundamental types of robustness. One type pertains to perturbing the state of the network and the other to perturbing the rule-based structure. This article explores the impact of function perturbations in Boolean networks from two aspects: (1) analysis: predict the impact on network state transitions and attractors via analytical approaches or identify a perturbation by observing its consequences; (2) synthesis: preserve or modify the network characteristics, especially attractors, by introducing a judicious change to the functions. The results are applied to achieve intervention that structurally alters the network to achieve a more favorable steady-state distribution and to identify the function perturbation that has led to altered observed behavior. The intervention procedure is applied to a WNT5A network to reduce the risk of metastasis in melanoma, and the identification procedure is applied to a Drosophila melanogaster segmentation polarity gene network to identify regulatory function perturbation.